
CRANKCASE VENTILATION SYSTEM
REPLACEMENT ELEMENTS

Crankcase ventilation is the process of exhausting or removing blow-by air to prevent excessive pres-
sure in the engine. Blow-by gases, mixed with oil mist and other contaminants, may damage the en-
gine's internal components and pollute the environment. A high-efficiency crankcase ventilation filter is 
required to clean the exhaust gases before being returned to the engine air intake or discharged to the 
environment.

SINFT CCV filter element has a unique structure, which can provide excellent oil mist separation effect, 
meantime, coalesce steam and tiny pollutants and then efficiently release the filtered and coalesced oil 
and pollution material. It fits the housing of the Racor CCV system and protects your crankcase ventila-
tion system.

Advantages of SINFT CCV filter elements:

SINFT CCV filter element

Three years optimization of 
using data and performance
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Double protection of oil mist
coalescing filter materials 

(Lydall 9866 and LF-4)
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Compatible with Racor series shells
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High praise from
existing customers
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 Better cost performance than
traditional structures
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Continuous operating temperature
range -40 to 240℉ 

(-40 degrees Celsius to 116℃)
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Micro-Aire® LF-4
LIQUID FILTRATION GLASS AIR MEDIA

Description
Micro-Aire LF-4 filter media is a fibrous blanket composed of glass fibers and phenolic resin.

Application
Micro-Aire LF-4 is designed to be fabricated into liquid/gas separators, liquid/liquid coalescers, solid/liquid and solid/gas  
filter cartridges.

Average Physical Properties

Packaging
Roll Core ID: 2" (50.8mm)
Contact JM for Width and Length sizes
Standard Roll Width: 84" (2.14m) max
Standard Roll Length: 200' (61.0 m)

The physical and chemical properties of Johns Manville products represent typical average values obtained in accordance with accepted test methods at  
the time of manufacture and are subject to normal manufacturing variations. The information regarding properties set forth in this data sheet is provided  
as a technical service and is subject to change without notice. For additional product and warranty information, contact your local Sales Representative.

ISO 9001:2008

 THICKNESS TYPES

1/4"
Unbacked2

5/16"
Unbacked

1/2"
Unbacked2

COMPOSITE BASIS WEIGHT g/ft2  (g/m2) 5.0 (54) 6.8 (73) 11.3 (122)

THICKNESS in  (mm) 0.25 (6.4) 0.31 (7.9) 0.50 (12.7)

INITIAL FLAT SHEET PRESSURE DROP1     in wc (Pa) 0.17 (42) 0.38 (95) 0.45 (112)

1 Nominal pressure drop is measured at an air velocity of 25 ft/min (0.13 m/sec) through a 2 ft x 2 ft (0.61 m x 0.61 m) flat sheet.
2 Check for availability of other backings.

Lydall 9866 LF-4

Structure of Sinft CCV filter element

Data of raw material
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